1St Grade Learning Choice Board: Week of 6/1
Reading
Please read each
night for at least 1520 minutes.

Choice 1

Choice 2

Listen to the story Alexander
and the Terrible, No Good,
Very Bad Day. Have you ever
had a bad day before? Make a
text to self connection and
record it on this graphic
organizer.

Play the Roll and Read Dice
Game to practice reading
CVCe words.

Links to Other Resources:

Writing
Make sure every
sentence starts with a
capital letter, you have
finger spaces between
your words and include
ending punctuation.

Math
Use this IXL Direct link:
→Enter your child’s student
number for both the
username and password.
→Then, click on “Math”
→Scroll down to “First
Grade”

Science/Social
Studies

Encore

Reading Specialist
Kind Chirps!
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School Counselors
That’s My Opinion!
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Choice 3
Write as many words as
you can in the -ing family
(sing, king, swing...)

Gifted
EL(Machin)
Be the Teacher
*Download document above

In a complete sentence, share a
kind thought about your teacher
and email it to her. She might
share it on zoom!
Remember your name and your
teacher’s name!

How do you feel about ice
cream? Do you like it? Why?

Watch this video on Missing
Addends: Finding A Missing
Part and stop the video at the
2nd story problem. Try to
solve it before the narrator
gives you the answer. Watch
the remainder of the video to
see if you solved the problem
correctly.
Watch, Swings, Slides, and
Science. Then, find 10 small
things in your house that
need a push or a pull to make
them work. Ask a family
member to guess which force
it needs to move.

Head over to
ToyTheater.com and play
Subtraction Sumo. Try your
best to answer the
subtraction problems
quickly. How many levels
can you get to?!

Solve the 2 story problems
by writing the equation and
showing your work using
one of the missing addend
strategies (ex: 10 frames,
number lines, Rikrak, or
drawing).

Watch this animal habitat
video. Then, play Jungle
Rangers on PBSKids.

Listen to the book, Sharks.
Then, choose and print out
one of the fill in the blank
pages about sharks.

Art
Mrs. Brabant

Library
Ms. Stavros & Mrs.
Raiti

Your topic is ice cream: I like
ice cream OR I do not like ice
cream.
Write 2-3 sentences
explaining your reasons!

You are the expert! Choose
something you can do all by
yourself! Can you make a
sandwich, wash your pet, wash
the dishes, clean your room,
build a plane with Legos? Teach
in 3 to 5 steps how to!

P.E
Ms. Tackett and Mrs.
Romack

Choice 4

Choice 5

Listen to a story on Raz-Kids,
and then reread the story out
loud. Finally, take the
comprehension quiz!
Your teacher’s username is
posted under online
resources.

Go to Lalilo to strengthen
your phonics skills (you can
do this daily for 20
minutes).
Our School Code is
YMUNTM. Then find your
teacher, then your name!

LD (Ms. Garwood)
Comic Strip Relief

Speech: BARUMTL@pwcs.edu
Kind Chirps!

Now is your chance to illustrate
and write about something silly!
You are the main character.
Draw and use “talking bubbles”
in four windows about
something silly. Maybe a knockknock joke, or any joke, maybe
you are doing school work, or
perhaps you are taking care of
your brother, sister or pet!

For 15 minutes on IXL,
practice telling time through
a variety of activities. Try
matching the analog time to
a digital time and complete
some time word problems.
Then, create your own time
challenge for a family
member.
Take a virtual field trip to the
Statue of Liberty in this
video. Then, with a family
member, read the slides
about The Statue of Liberty.
Finally, you can print out the
Statue of Liberty. color, cut,
and stand her up!
Music
Ms. Ralph
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In a complete sentence, share
a kind thought about your
table mate at school and
email it to your teacher. She
might share it on zoom!
Remember to write your
name and your tablemate’s
name!

With a partner, play
Race to 100. You need
two or three dice. Add
the numbers together
and color the spaces.
The first person to 100
wins!
Learn about the United
States Flag in this video:
Then, print out the
Fact/Opinion Flag
worksheet. Cut and glue to
match!

French
Madame Ballve

